"domestic and world events" program: a) unattributed commentary on supreme soviet deliberations on the prime minister's demand for additional authorities to be granted to the government on economic matters. (3 min); b) bessmertnykh's statement on the importance of the csce meeting in berlin. (4 min); c) commander of the soviet troops in czechoslovakia comments on the withdrawal operation. (3 min); d) soviet historian makes a statement on occasion of the 50th anniversary of the nazi attack against the ussr. (3 min)

"your northern neighbor, the soviet union" program: a) the soviet citizens' plans and problems in connection with the summer vacation. (4 min); b) reportage on the new hospital built by a turkish firm in moscow for world war II veterans. (3 min); c) answering a listener's letter on UFO research in the ussr. (2.5 min)

statement by a veteran announcer on the 50th anniversary of moscow radio turkish language broadcasts. (5 min)
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